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Top Score - 10
3 Shapes
3 Flips
Unique
Arrangement

Craft

Time/Effort

Lowest Score - 6

Student has 3 shapes or
more
Student has 3 cuts or flips on
all 3 shapes
The shapes are arranged on
the page in a unique and
creative way, making use of
all the black strip of paper
No pencil lines are showing.
Black shapes are colored in
thoroughly
Worked independently. Paid
attention to teacher
demonstrations. Cleaned up
area when finished,
expressed a positive attitude
(no “I can’t do this”)

Top Score - 10

Student has 1 shape

3 Shapes

Student does not have 3
cuts on any shapes
The shapes are typical and
not creative, such as a
circle, square and triangle.

3 Flips

Student needs to work on
controlling coloring. More
than 3 shapes are colored
with little effort.
Did not work independently,
left work area messy,
continuously out of seat,
expressed negative attitude
(“I can’t do this”)

Craft

Unique
Arrangement

Time/Effort

Worked independently. Paid
attention to teacher
demonstrations. Cleaned up
area when finished,
expressed a positive attitude
(no “I can’t do this”)

Flip-n-Switch
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Worked independently. Paid
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demonstrations. Cleaned up
area when finished,
expressed a positive attitude
(no “I can’t do this”)

Student does not have 3
cuts on any shapes
The shapes are typical and
not creative, such as a
circle, square and triangle.
Student needs to work on
controlling coloring. More
than 3 shapes are colored
with little effort.
Did not work independently,
left work area messy,
continuously out of seat,
expressed negative attitude
(“I can’t do this”)

Top Score - 10

Student has 1 shape

3 Shapes

Student does not have 3
cuts on any shapes
The shapes are typical and
not creative, such as a
circle, square and triangle.

3 Flips

Student needs to work on
controlling coloring. More
than 3 shapes are colored
with little effort.
Did not work independently,
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Student has 1 shape

Flip-n-Switch

Lowest Score - 6

Student has 3 shapes or
more
Student has 3 cuts or flips on
all 3 shapes
The shapes are arranged on
the page in a unique and
creative way, making use of
all the black strip of paper
No pencil lines are showing.
Black shapes are colored in
thoroughly

Lowest Score - 6

Student has 3 shapes or
more
Student has 3 cuts or flips on
all 3 shapes
The shapes are arranged on
the page in a unique and
creative way, making use of
all the black strip of paper
No pencil lines are showing.
Black shapes are colored in
thoroughly

Unique
Arrangement

Time/Effort

Lowest Score - 6

Student has 3 shapes or
more
Student has 3 cuts or flips on
all 3 shapes
The shapes are arranged on
the page in a unique and
creative way, making use of
all the black strip of paper
No pencil lines are showing.
Black shapes are colored in
thoroughly
Worked independently. Paid
attention to teacher
demonstrations. Cleaned up
area when finished,
expressed a positive attitude
(no “I can’t do this”)

Student has 1 shape
Student does not have 3
cuts on any shapes
The shapes are typical and
not creative, such as a
circle, square and triangle.
Student needs to work on
controlling coloring. More
than 3 shapes are colored
with little effort.
Did not work independently,
left work area messy,
continuously out of seat,
expressed negative attitude
(“I can’t do this”)

Flip-n-Switch

